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A unified framework is proposed for designing textures using energy optimization and deformation. Our
interactive scheme has the ability to globally change the visual properties of texture elements, and locally
change texture elements with little user interaction. Given a small sample texture, the design process
starts with applying a set of global deformation operations (rotation, translation, mirror, scale and flip)
to the sample texture to obtain a set of deformed textures automatically. Then we further make the
local deformation to the deformed textures interactively by replacing the local-texture elements regions
from other textures. By utilizing the energy optimization method, interactive selections and deformations
of local-texture elements are accomplished simply through indicating the positions of texture elements
very roughly with a brush tool. Finally the deformed textures are further utilized to create large textures
with the fast layer-based texture deformation algorithm, and the wavelet-based energy optimization. Our
experimental results demonstrate that the proposed approach can help design a large variety of textures
from a small example, change the locations of texture elements, increase or decrease the density of
texture elements, and design cyclic marbling textures.

© 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Texture analysis and synthesis has a long history in human per-
ception, psychology and computer vision, and has also been widely
recognized as an important research topic in computer graph-
ics. In the past decade, many texture synthesis approaches have
been proposed. Neighborhood-based texture synthesis methods
[3,6,8,14,15,20,33,36], especially patch-based techniques [3,6,14,15],
have achieved significant progresses. Nevertheless, how to design a
variety of deformed textures from similar texture patterns is still a
challenging problem, though some attempts have been made [24].

The idea of applying transformations to patches has been dis-
cussed by Kwatra et al. [15] in their patch-based texture synthesis
technique using the Graph-cut algorithm. The results are generated
using deformation operations, such as rotation, mirror and scaling.
But as mentioned in their paper, the cost for searching matching
patches will increase when the extent of deformation increases. Ma-
tusi et al. [24] has developed a system for designing novel textures
from an input database. However, their morphable texture interpo-
lation is based on a single one-to-one warping between the pairs
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of texture samples, which is too restrictive for textures with highly
irregular structures and may cause discontinuous mappings of the
patches to the original texture.

In this paper, we present a unified framework for designing tex-
tures using energy optimization. The proposed scheme considers
both the global and local deformations of the texture elements, and
consists of the following stages: (1) global deformation (rotation,
translation, mirror, scale and flip); (2) interactive local deformation
using energy optimization; (3) texture design using wavelet-based
optimization; (4) fast layer-based texture deformation algorithm.
Our interactive texture design scheme has the ability to globally
change the visual property of texture elements, and locally change
texture elements with easy user interaction. Hence, our method
drastically broadens the variation of deformed textures from an in-
put example. As shown in Fig. 1, with only a single small exemplar
texture, our technique can create a variety of textures results. The
density of texture elements (“purple flowers”) could be decreased
(Fig. 1(e)) or increased (Fig. 1(h)–(j)), while the existing Graph-cut
texture synthesis [15] result (Fig. 1(b)) does not have such ability.

Ourtexture design scheme has the following new features:

• An interactive local-texture design approach using energy
optimization.
• A fast layer-based texture design algorithm using energy optimiza-

tion and deformation.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of our interactive texture design scheme using energy optimization. (a) The input sample texture; (b) the result by Graph-cut [15]; and (c)–(j) the designed
texture by our method.

• A new energy optimization method for designing textures using
Daubechies wavelet.
• A unified framework for designing textures by integrating the

techniques of (1) interactive image editing, (2) energy optimiza-
tion, and (3) Daubechies wavelet-based energy optimization.

2. Related work

2.1. Texture synthesis

Numerous methods have been proposed for texture synthesis.
Most of the recent methods generate new textures possessing the
same statistical and visual characteristics as the input one. These

approaches can be either pixel-based or patch-based. They include
hierarchical synthesis [3], coherent synthesis [8], spatially variant
texture synthesis [16], real-time texture synthesis [14], feature
matching and patch deformation synthesis [20], texton revisited
synthesis [32], appearance-space synthesis [33], and constrained
texture synthesis [36].

The pixel-based texture synthesis approach generates a synthe-
sized image pixel by pixel, while the patch-based one creates a
new texture by copying patches from sample textures and pasting
them together in a consistent way. The advantage of patch-based
one is that the texture structure inside the patches is maintained.
Hertzman et al. [5], Efros and Freeman [6], Cohen et al. [13] and
Kwatra et al. [15] synthesized a non-uniform texture composed of
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Fig. 2. The unified framework for designing textures using energy optimization.
Input a sample texture I; (1) the global deformed textures {Ig1, Ig2, . . . , Igk}; (2) the
local deformed textures {Il1, Il2, . . . , Ilk} using energy optimization, by the designer's
interactive brush to indicate texture elements regions; (3) the designed large textures
S1={Iw1, Iw2, . . . , Iwk} by wavelet-based energy optimization; and (4) the designed large
texture set S2 = {Id1, Id2, . . . , Idk} by the fast layer-based energy optimization method.

homogeneous patches. Brooks and Dodgson [9] presented an inter-
active texture editingmethod that utilizes the self-similarity to repli-
cate intended operations globally over an image. Liu et al. [22] de-
scribed a system to analyze and manipulate photographic textures
which allowed a user to design novel textures. Matusik et al. [24]
strived to build a comprehensive texture model. They constructed
a texture space that spanned the range of textures induced by a
database of natural images. Shen et al. [29] proposed a completion-
based texture design technique for producing a variety of textures.
The main limitation of Shen et al.'s method, lies in its lack of inter-
action over the local property of the resulting texture elements.

2.1.1. Image editing using energy optimization
The use for image editing through energy optimization is very

prevalent. Agarwala et al. [19] presented an interactive digital pho-
tomontage system that finds perfect seams by energy optimization,
to combine parts of a set of photographs into a composite image.
Kwatra et al. [27] developed an energy optimization method for
example-based texture synthesis. Their method formulates the syn-
thesis problem as minimization of an energy function, which is opti-
mized using Expectation Maximization (EM)-like algorithm. Rother
et al. [30] developed the AutoCollage technique that automatically
creates a collage image from a collection of images. Optimizing the
energy function has been done in a variety of ways, including dy-
namic programming (DP) [6,13], Graph-cuts [21,19], EM-like algo-
rithm [27], or drag-and-drop pasting technique [31].

3. Our approach

3.1. Algorithm overview

Our interactive scheme allows the texture designer to easily cre-
ate a large variety of versatile textures using energy optimization
only from a small input sample texture. The design stages include
both the global texture deformation operations (rotation, translation,
mirror, scale and flip), and the interactive local-texture elements de-
formation indicated by the designer's brush.

Our proposed design scheme (Fig. 2) is summarized as below:

• Input: a small sample texture image I.
• Stage (1): apply the global deformation operations (rotation, trans-

lation, mirror, scale and flip) to produce a set of small deformed

Fig. 3. Illustration of our interactive texture design using energy optimization. (a)
The base texture Ibase; (b) the reference texture Iref ; (c) the position of the user's
brush; (d) the cut region (with red boundary) including texture elements using
our energy optimization method; (e) its corresponding labeling map; and (f) the
designed texture. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 4. Another illustration of our interactive texture design scheme using energy
optimization. Note that our approach creates the fabric textons with different ori-
entations in the designed texture.

textures {Ig1, Ig2, . . . , Igk}. The ranges of rotation, translation, scale
and flip are initialized and controlled interactively by the designer.
• Stage (2): obtain the local deformed textures {Il1, Il2, . . . , Ilk} by the
designer's interactive brush, indicating texture elements regions
using energy optimization.
• Stage (3): design the large texture sets S1 = {Iw1, Iw2, . . . , Iwk} from

the deformed textures obtained in stage (2), by using the wavelet-
based energy optimization algorithm. Local deformation opera-
tions in stage (2) are further applied if it is necessary.
• Stage (4): employ the fast layer-based texture deformation algo-

rithm to design the deformed texture set S2 = {Id1, Id2, . . . , Idk}.
• Output: the final designed texture set, S= {S1 ∪ S2}, consists of the

deformed texture sets in stages (3) and (4); the stages (2)–(4) are
repeated several times until satisfactory textures are created.

The texture design scheme is illustrated by the sequence of de-
scription in Fig. 2. Given an input sample texture, a set of global
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deformed textures are automatically obtained after applying de-
formation operations (rotation, translation, mirror, scale and flip)
in stage (1). In stage (2), the designer is required to paint some
texture elements interactively by brushes, and the local deformed
textures are produced by employing the interactive texture defor-
mation algorithm described in Section 3.2. Then in stage (3), the
large designed textures are synthesized from the deformed textures
obtained in stage (2), by using the wavelet-based EM optimization
algorithm described in Section 3.3. In order to design more deformed
textures with varying global and local properties, in stage (4), the
fast layer-based texture design method using energy optimization
is employed. Finally, the designed texture set is achieved by repeat-
ing the stages (2)–(4) several times, until a satisfactory texture set
is created.

3.2. Interactive local-texture deformation using energy optimization

Many early vision problems, such as stereo matching or image
restoration, are modeled as an image labeling problem which is to
find a labeling that assigns each pixel a label. The labels usually rep-
resent some local quantity such as disparity. Naturally, such pixel-
labeling problems can be represented in terms of energy minimiza-
tion. There are several powerful energy optimization approaches,
which use the Graph-cut algorithm for optimizing pixel labeling,
have been developed in [21]. Agarwala et al. [19] used the Graph-cut
optimization algorithm [21] for their interactive digital photomon-
tage application, where a new cost energy function is used to guide
the optimization process resulting a smooth composition of source
images. In [19,21], the energy function E for assigning the labeling L
of an image is defined as follows:

E(L)= Ed(L(p))+ �Es(L(p))
=

∑
p

Ed(p, L(p))+ �
∑
p,q

Es(p, q, L(p), L(q)) (1)

where the first term is the data energy, which is defined by the
distance to the image objective.While the second term is smoothness
energy, which is defined by the distance to the seam objective.

In stage (2), the local deformation of a texture is realized by re-
placing its local regions with the texture elements from another
deformed texture using energy optimization. Our prototype imple-
mentation is based on the interactive digital photomontage tech-
nique [19], and we further extend Agarwala's and Kwatra's [15]
work by employing the energy optimization for texture montage.
After we have obtained the deformed textures Ig1, Ig2, . . . , Igk by ap-
plying the global deformation operations (rotation, translation, mir-
ror, scale and flip) in the stage (1). We call the texture to be locally
deformed is the base texture Ibase(Ibase ∈ {I, Ig1, Ig2, . . . , Igk}), and the
texture providing the texture elements the reference texture Iref (Iref ∈
{{I, Ig1, Ig2, . . . , Igk}− Ibase}). The task of local-texture deformation is to
make local changes to some of those textures by replacing their local
regions with the texture elements from remaining textures. In this
process, the user is not required to precisely indicate the texture ele-
ments regions. Instead, the designer uses the brush to roughly paint
the texture elements in Iref . The corresponding region including the
texture elements is calculated automatically with the energy opti-
mization technique. The obtained texture elements by the energy
optimization method are then embedded into the base texture Ibase
seamlessly by the gradient-based Poisson optimization method [19].

As shown in Fig. 3, the user starts with selecting a base texture
Ibase (Fig. 3(a)), the texture to be locally changed) and the reference
texture Iref (Fig. 3(b)), the texture providing the texture elements).
After the user indicates the texture elements (“purple flowers”) in
Iref using brushes (Fig. 3(c)), a sub-image Is (Is ⊂ Iref ) enclosing the
brush stroke is clipped out from Iref . In order to produce the locally
deformed texture (Fig. 3(f)), we employ the energy optimization

Table 1
Pseudocode: wavelet-based texture design using energy optimization.

Input: the sample texture image Z.
Output: the designed texture image X.

z0p ←− Initial neighborhood in Z, ∀p ∈ X†

for iteration n= 0 : N do
xn+1 ← argminxEt(x; znp) // E-step
zn+1p ← argminz(‖xp − z‖2 + ‖cxp − cz‖2) // M-step
// {zp} is a neighborhoods set in Z
if zn+1p ==znp , ∀p ∈ X†, then

x← xn+1

break
end if

end for

algorithm to compute the label of pixels in the composite texture
(Fig. 3(d)) and find the best seam (Fig. 3(e)) to smoothly stitch Is with
Ibase. The labeling of the pixels in the composite texture is a map-
ping of the pixels between the base texture Ibase and the clipped
reference texture Is. We denote the label for each pixel as L(p), it is
certain that a seam (Fig. 3(e)) exists between two neighboring pixels
(p, q) in the output if L(p))� L(q). Fig. 4 gives another illustration that
our interactive scheme have the ability to create the fabric textons
with different orientations (Fig. 4(d)). Such local deformations are
repeated several times, while at each step the designer is allowed
to choose new texture elements by painting new strokes according
to his creation. The resulting base texture is further refined by the
texture deformation algorithm and then is used as the reference tex-
ture for another base texture. This process will continue until a set of
satisfactory textures Il1, Il2, . . . , Ilk with local deformation is produced
in this stage.

Since we want to replace the local region of the base texture with
the specified texture elements in the reference texture, the labeling
is a mapping to either Ibase or Is , and the image objective here is Is.
Therefore Ed(p, L(p)) is computed as follows:

Ed(p, L(p))=
{
0 if L(p)= Is
v if L(p)� Is

(2)

where v is a user specified large value.
The second term is defined by the distance between the pixels of

Ibase and Is in a similar way as [19], that is

Es(p, q, L(p), L(q))=
{
0 if L(p)= L(q)
k1Sx + k2Sy otherwise

(3)

where Sx=‖CL(p)(p)−CL(q)(p)‖+‖CL(p)(q)−CL(q)(q)‖, Sy=‖∇GL(p)(p)−
∇GL(q)(p)‖ + ‖∇GL(p)(q) − ∇GL(q)(q)‖, ∇G(p) is a 6-component color
gradient (in R, G, B) at pixel p, and k1 = k2 = 0.5 is used throughout
this paper.

3.3. Wavelet-based texture design using energy optimization

Kwatra et al. [27] presented a novel technique to synthesize tex-
tures using energy optimization. Their method treats the set of out-
put pixel colors x as a high-dimensional variable, unlike most pre-
vious greedy heuristic-based algorithms [3,6,15], its value is deter-
mined by energy minimization. The texture energy E(x) measures
the perceptual similarity between the input sample and the output
synthesized texture in terms of a simple local neighborhoods [27]. A
limitation of their technique is that the misalignment of texture ele-
ments happens, because spatially distant neighborhoods communi-
cate with each other only through intermediate overlapping neigh-
borhoods. In order to alleviate the misalignment of texture elements,
we extend their method [27] by defining the texture energy using
wavelets.

The discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is a mathematical tool
that can be used to describe 1D or 2D signals (images) in multiple
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Fig. 5. Texture energy plotted as a function of number of iterations: (a) input; (b) result by texture-optimization [27]; (c) result by our Haar wavelet-based algorithm; and
(d) result by our Daubechies wavelet-based algorithm. Level 1 shows the random initialization. Level 2 shows synthesis at ( 1

4 resolution, 8× 8 neighborhood). Level 3: ( 1
2 ,

16× 16). Level 4: ( 1
2 , 8× 8). Level 5: (1, 32× 32). Level 6: (1, 16× 16). Level 7: (1, 8× 8).

resolutions. We believe that it is not the best approach for defining
the energy function just by computing the raw pixel-to-pixel differ-
ences, the important image structures that are relevant in the hu-
man visual system may be disregarded [6,20]. Wavelet coefficients

encode both information on the original pixels and multi-scale edge
information [1,4]. One of the main contribution in this paper is to
employ a wavelet-based multi-resolution method to compute the
distance when defining the texture energy function. In other words,
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Fig. 6. Comparisons of our Daubechies wavelets-based algorithm with texture optimization [27]. (a) Input; (b) texture optimization [27] and (c) our method.

Fig. 7. Illustration of cyclic texture design algorithm using energy optimization
algorithm (mh=120, mv=120, I((0, 0), (w,h)), Ih1((w/2+1, 0), (w,h)), Ih2((0, 0), (w/2,h)),
Iv1((0, 0), (w−mh ,h/2)), Iv2((0, h/2+ 1), (w−mh ,h)).

we define the wavelet-based texture energy Et(x; zp) as follows:

Et(x; zp)=
∑
p∈X†

⎧⎨
⎩

1
N

∑
�

N∑
i=1

(‖xp − zp‖2� + ‖cixp − cizp‖2�)
⎫⎬
⎭ (4)

where X denotes the texture over which we want to compute the
texture energy, Z is the input sample texture, N is the number of pix-
els in the neighborhood, cizp represents the values of the i-th wavelet
coefficient in the neighborhood of zp, x is the vectorized version [27]
of X at the color channel �, and zp is the vectorized pixel neigh-
borhood in Z whose appearance is the most similar to xp using the
wavelet-based similarity measurement. This energy function is op-
timized by running the EM-like steps multiple times until conver-
gence, or a maximum number of iterations is reached. Refer Table 1
for details of these two steps (EM-like steps). For clarity of exposi-
tion, we summarize our wavelet-based texture design algorithm in
pseudocode in Table 1.

In Fig. 5, the energy of the designed textures are plotted as
a function of number of iterations by the Texture-Optimization
technique in [27], our Haar wavelet [2]-based energy optimization
and Daubechies wavelet [2]-based energy optimization algorithm,
respectively. When the texture energy generally decreases as the

number of iterations increase, the quality of the designed textures
improves accordingly. Note that the final designed texture at the
highest resolution and scale level by our Daubechies wavelet-based
energy optimization algorithm achieves the best quality than the
other ones (Fig. 5(b)–(d): right column).

In our work, we adopt the Daubechies wavelets [2] for minimiz-
ing the energy function because of its above robust characteristic and
computational efficiency. In Fig. 6, we showmore comparison results
of the Texture-Optimization technique in [27] with our Daubechies
wavelet-based energy optimization algorithm. The authors in [27]
provide the texture synthesis results of the Texture-Optimization.
Our wavelet-based energy optimization approach alleviates the mis-
alignment of the texture elements, better than the method in [27].

3.4. Fast layer-based texture design using energy optimization

In order to design more deformed textures with varying patterns
after stage (3), we introduce the fast layer-based texture design us-
ing energy optimization and deformation, which is inspired by the
work in [29], further by incorporating both the global deformation.
The SSD-based algorithm used is computationally expensive if the
search is carried out exhaustively like [29]. Instead of performing a
full exhaustive search in the example-based image completion stage,
we employ the quadtree pyramid (QTP) [14] as our accelerating
technique for finding the optimal texture patches. The experimen-
tal results demonstrate that our accelerating technique is capable of
reproducing Shen's result [29] while is about five times faster than
the completion-based texture design method in [29]. Moreover, we
can extend it with more robust chaotic maps [7] beyond the basic
logistic map.

4. Designing cyclic textures using energy optimization

Based on the existing non-parametric texture synthesis tech-
niques [6,15,24], cyclic textures can be generated by imposing a peri-
odic boundary condition in searching for the candidate patches from
the input texture. In this paper, we propose a very easy and efficient
method to create cyclic textures using energy optimization.

The basic idea is that if we cut a tube and open it, we will get a
sheet with its two sides satisfying the periodic condition. Therefore
given an arbitrary texture, we can make it satisfy periodic condi-
tion in horizontal direction simply by first stitching its left side and
right side together with Graph-cut-based energy optimization algo-
rithm to form a tube, and then cut the tube along an arbitrary ver-
tical line. Let w and h be the width and height of the large designed
texture I((0, 0), (w,h)), the details of the algorithm are described
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Fig. 8. Illustration of the cyclic marbling texture design. (a) An existing noncyclic marbling texture. (b) The cyclic texture created from (a) using our tool. (c) A new cyclic
texture obtained by applying some marbling operations to (b). (d) A rendered image with the seamless tiling of (c). See the original article for more details [35].

Fig. 9. Comparison of our energy optimization-based algorithm with Image Quilting [6], Wang Tiles [13], Graph-cut [15]. (a) Input. (b) Image Quilting [6]. (c) Patch-based
[14]. (d) Graph-cut [15], and (e) Our method.

as follows (Fig. 7):

(1) In the horizontal direction, the source texture is rearranged as
Ih=Ih1∪Ih2, where Ih1=I((w/2+1, 0), (w,h)), Ih2=I((0, 0), (w/2,h)).

(2) Let the width of the overlapping region be mh. The DP or Graph-
cut-based energy optimization algorithm is applied to synthesize
seamlessly in horizontal direction. We denote the synthesized
texture image as I′h = optimize(Ih1, Ih2).

(3) In the vertical direction, the image I′h is rearranged as Iv=Iv1∪Iv2,
where Iv1= I′h((0, 0), (w−mh,h/2)), Iv2= I′h((0,h/2+1), (w−mh,h)).

(4) Let the height of the overlapping region bemv. We run the energy
optimization algorithm to synthesize seamlessly in vertical di-
rection. The final synthesized cyclic texture image is represented
as I′ = optimize(Iv1, Iv2).

Such a cyclic texture image can be used for seamless tiling in
applications such as designing the cyclic marbling textures interac-
tively. Marbled papers have been widely used in many ways, includ-
ing picture framing, wrapping paper, stationary, collages, origami,
and lamp-shades [35]. Marbling textures can decorate just about
anything, even tissue boxes and cans. However, in previous systems
[35], cyclic marbling textures can only be obtained by designing the
pattern from scratch. Our scheme lets users create cyclic marbling
textures from arbitrary existing textures. Our scheme allows design-
ers to create cyclic marbling textures from arbitrary existing tex-
tures. Fig. 8 shows an application that uses an existing real marbling
texture [35] as the base texture for creating a more intricate cyclic
marbling texture.
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Fig. 10. A comparison of our energy optimization-based technique with the reported results of other patch-based techniques [6,14,15]. Note that our interactive texture
design technique can handle the textures of a stochastic nature and preserve the global regularity, whereas other patch-based techniques usually cannot. (a) Input. (b)
Image Quilting [6]. (c) Patch-based [14]. (d) Graph-cut [15], and (e) Our method.

5. Comparisons with other algorithms

We now compare our method to the other texture synthesis algo-
rithms [6,14,13,15,27–29]. To better understand the differences with
our energy optimization based approach, we look into the details of
the previous methods in the following ways:

5.1. Image Quilting [6], Patch-based [14], Wang tiles [13], Graph-cut
[15]

In Fig. 9, we compare our approachwith other existing techniques
of Image Quilting [6], Patch-based [14], Wang tiles [13] and Graph-
cut [15]. The texture size is 268×230 for Fig. 9(a), and 360×360 for
Fig. 9(b)–(e). The patch size is selected as 64× 64. From the images,
we can find that the quality of the texture generated with our ap-
proach is superior to that of Image Quilting [6] and Wang tiles [13],
and is remarkable compared with the results produced by Graph-
cut [15]. The sample texture in Fig. 9(a) consists of only two dif-
ferent lotus flowers. The techniques which simply use the original

patches selected from the sample texture can lead to the repetition
of those texture elements in the resulting large texture. As shown in
Fig. 9(d), all the flowers have the same shape and orientation as
either of the two flowers in the sample texture. However, our in-
teractive technique can create the texture consisting of the flowers
of different shape, size and orientation, which is demonstrated in
Fig. 9(e). For comparison, the density of the lotus flowers in our re-
sults (Fig. 9(e)) can be increased or decreased at the desired posi-
tion according to the user's need. In Fig. 10, we further compared
our energy optimization-based texture design technique to the re-
ported results in [6,14,15]. From the designed textures, we can see
that our method performs better than the reported results [6,14,15].
The global regularity is preserved in our designed results (Fig. 10(e)),
whereas other techniques usually cannot.

5.2. Texture-Optimization [27]

Kwatra et al. [27] demonstrated an optimization scheme for tex-
ture synthesis using a Markov Random Field (MRF)-based similarity
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Fig. 11. Comparison of our energy optimization-based algorithm with parallel controllable texture synthesis [28].

metric. Their method formulates the texture synthesis problem as
a minimization process of an energy function. A limitation of their
technique is that the minimization of an energy function will get
stuck in local minima when spatially distant neighborhoods com-
municate with each other only through intermediate overlapping
neighborhoods [27]. This weakness will introduce the artifacts of
the blurring or misalignment of texture elements. In this paper, the
texture energy is defined using the wavelets, which alleviates the
misalignment of the texture elements, better than the method in
[27]. Figs. 6 and 13 give the comparison results using our method
and the Texture-Optimization technique in [27], respectively. The
results of Texture-Optimization are provided by the author in [27].
Our wavelet-based energy optimization approach achieves the bet-
ter results than the one in [27].

5.3. Parallel controllable texture [28]

Lefebvre and Hoppe [28] presented a texture synthesis scheme
based on neighborhood matching, control and parallelism. Their
method have achieved the interactive speed for synthesizing the par-
allel controllable textures with high quality synthesis results. How-
ever, their approach required Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) support
together with a few minutes of the preprocessing. Their method
also shares the most common limitation of the neighborhood-based
pre-pixel synthesis: if the semantic structures of the texture are
not captured by small-neighborhoods, it will be impossible to syn-
thesize the desired texture. Fig. 11 is another example demonstrat-
ing the effectiveness of our method, compared with the parallel

Table 2
Computational statistics with [29] in Fig. 11.

Case Output size Patch size Algorithm in [29] Ours

(a) 360× 360 32× 32 113.349 21.675
(b) 360× 360 64× 64 114.532 22.193
(c) 360× 360 92× 92 118.712 22.216

Times are given in seconds. All performance timings are measured on the following
platform: CPU (Pentium processor 2.2GHz) with 1GB RAM. We utilize the quadtree
pyramid (QTP) acceleration technique for implementing the fast search algorithm
in [29].

controllable texture synthesis [28]. The advantage of our approach
is that we produce superior synthesis quality than [28] due to our
use of energy optimization, as demonstrated in Fig. 11.

5.4. Completion-based texture [29]

Wehave combined the fast layer-based texture deformation tech-
nique into our interactive texture design scheme. This improvement
using the QTP accelerating technique [14] is about five times faster
than the completion-based texture synthesis method in [29], while
is still capable of reproducing Shen's result. Table 2 gives the compu-
tational statistics by our method and Shen's one [29]. However, the
second main limitation of Shen et al.'s method, lies in its lack of in-
teraction over the local property of the resulting texture elements. In
this article, we introduce the interactive texture design algorithm us-
ing energy optimization into our scheme, in order to allow the users
design the texture as they want. Our presented method changes the
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Fig. 12. Designed textures using our scheme. Left columns (a1, b1, c1, d1, e1, f1) are the input textures, the others are the deformed textures. Texture size: input: a1,
b1,144× 144; c1, 128× 128; d1, 320× 256; e1, 64× 64; f1, 252× 189; output: 360× 360.
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Fig. 13. Comparison of results with Image Quilting [6], Graph-cut [15], Texture-Optimization [27], and Completion Texture [29].

Fig. 14. A 3D rendering application using the designed textures by our scheme.

density of texture elements (“white flowers”) interactively according
to the designer's need. In Fig. 12(b2)–(b6), the density of the texture
elements decrease gradually. We can also interactively generate the
left part and the right part of the designed texture with different
density (Fig. 12(b4)), create new texture elements, locally resize the
texture elements (Fig. 12(b2)), design regular (Fig. 12(d6)) or irreg-
ular (Fig. 12(b2) and (b3)) texture patterns, and make the shape of
designed texture look like a large “Z” shape (Fig. 12(a5)).

6. Experimental results and discussions

Our energy optimization based texture design algorithm has
been applied to a variety of sample texture images. In our exper-
iments, most of the source texture images are downloaded from
the web sites.1 For comparison, we only use those sample textures
that have previously been used by other texture synthesis work

1 http://www.cc.gatech.edu/cpl/projects/graphcuttextures http://people.csail.
mit.edu/wojciech/TextureDesign/index.html

[6,13–15,28,29]. All the experiments shown in this section were run
on a PC with 2.2GHz Pentium processor and 1GB of RAM. The results
are mostly sized at 360 × 360 pixels designed from different-sized
sample textures ranging from 128× 128 to 256× 256 pixels.

Further results of this method are shown in Fig. 13. Fig. 13 shows
an example in which the patched-based algorithm [6,15,27,29] fails
to add the irregular details but which is handled by our energy
optimization based algorithm very well. Although the input sam-
ple has good quality, the Image Quilting synthesis [6] (Fig. 13(b)),
Graph-cut [15] (Fig. 13(c)), Texture-Optimization [27] (Fig. 13(d)) and
Completion-Texture [29] (Fig. 13(e)) fails to reproduce the irregular
structures of weave. Applying energy optimization based texture de-
sign scheme incorporating the deformation, the results become very
pleasing (Fig. 13(f)). Fig. 12 gives more examples demonstrating the
capability of our technique for creating a large variety of textures
from a small sample, while maintaining the continuity of texture
features as well as the shapes of individual texture elements.

Fig. 14 demonstrates another interesting application of our tech-
nique, which shows a 3D rendering result using the designed tex-
tures by our interactive scheme. In Fig. 14, the realistic effects are

http://www.cc.gatech.edu/cpl/projects/graphcuttextures
http://www.people.csail.mit.edu/wojciech/TextureDesign/index.html
http://www.people.csail.mit.edu/wojciech/TextureDesign/index.html
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created for 3D rendering application using the wide variety of de-
signed textures.

7. Conclusions and future work

We have proposed a unified framework for designing textures
using energy optimization in this paper. Our experimental results
demonstrate both the feasibility and effectiveness of our approach.
The main advantage of our scheme over other existing texture syn-
thesis methods lies in its capability to create a wide variety of nat-
ural textures, only from a single small sample texture, considering
both the local deformation of texture elements and the texture de-
signer's creation. By combining the fast layer-based texture deforma-
tion method, and the wavelet-based energy optimization approach
into an interactive texture design scheme, we have designed tex-
tures with good stochastic property. Moreover, a novel cyclic texture
design technique using energy optimization is also developed under
our interactive scheme for efficiently creating large seamless mar-
bling textures. As a result, our approach shows a particular strength
in generating various deformed textures from a single sample tex-
ture while avoiding highly repetitive patterns. Our experimental re-
sults also demonstrate that the proposed scheme has been applied
to other applications such as designing cyclic marbling textures.

Although our texture design scheme has produced good results,
our future work is to develop more powerful energy optimization
algorithms. Currently, we are extending our approach from still tex-
ture design to surface texture [16] and solid texture design [37].
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